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the status of their glutted portfolios of New York State and City
paper. As one leading financial source stated this week, "There's
nothing to feel good about.
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back yet.
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measures now in effect and those promised, there is still a long
way to go before the banks can feel easy. Significantly, there

is a growing opposition

among

broad sectors

of the population to

the "let's cut out throats for the sake of the debt" attitude
be.1ng demanded by the New York bankers.
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The banks had thought they could encourage people to accept
a voluntary swap for high yielding MAC notes and avoid the prece
dent of having a substantial moratorium go into effect next week.
Some financial sources report that less than

note holders have agreed to the swap.
agreeing as less than 1 per cent.
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per cent of all

Other sources put the number

With this overwh�lming affirmation of the inherent va1ueness

of MAC and city paper, no one is talking - even under their breath
- about the possibility of marketing any new city or State paper.
.
Despite this, many bankers greeted the near passage of the
Ford Plan with hosanas.

However,

in public the bankers tell a

different story. "The city and state are on their way toward a
sound fiscal policy. There is no chance of a default now the dan
ger is over," and
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point the New York· banks are hanging on by a thread

They are severely overexposed - and not just on actual bankruptcT.
could trigger a total collapse.
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In such an environment,

logically console

themselves by lying that "a collapse could

never occur" - while they gaze over the precipice.

"It's just like the children's fairy tale the Emp�ror's

New

Clothes," an analyst said yesterday, "You know that one. Every
body knew the Emperor had no clothes �n, but nobody had the guts
l�O say so.
Well, everyone know how bad shape the New York banks
��e

in and

n(:raid

everyone knows that the bailout plan won't help.

that we're going to be found out soon."
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